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The auditory system constitutes a significant perceptual input for humans and animals.
While it is legitimate to say that it ranks behind other senses such as vision or haptics
whose understanding has experienced significant advances in the context of computational
intelligence and robotics, it is intuitive to assume that service and field robotic systems
working closely with humans would benefit from incorporating compelling sound analysis
capabilities in the pursuit of accomplishing human-robot collaborative tasks. Within the
broad area of robotic audition, one of the most relevant research topics has been identifying
and locating multiple sound sources that may be present in the vicinity of the robot at
an instant in time. Robotic systems equipped with such ability would gain the faculty to
better monitor acoustic events such as a conversation, a ringing alarm or a call for help,
for example in a search and rescue scenario, effectively responding to people’s needs in
a more natural way. Mapping stationary sound sources using a robot equipped with an
on-board microphone array is thus the main focus of this thesis.
The first important problem faced when mapping sound sources is the calibration of the au-
ditory sensing unit, which in the scope of robot audition is almost invariably a multichannel
microphone array. There are two distinctive cases depending on whether the microphone
array is hardware-synchronised or not. If it is, calibration reduces to attaining an accu-
rate estimate of the array geometry of all microphones, whereas for asynchronous arrays a
resolution for starting time offsets and clock differences (drift rates) between the various
microphones is also required. A novel methodology is hereby proposed using a graph-
based Gauss-Newton least square optimisation technique borrowed from the simultaneous
localisation and mapping (SLAM) literature. The proposed method starts investigating
the calibration problem of a 2D/3D microphone array, and extends the method to the
more challenging linear microphone array case.
Having attained a calibrated microphone array, two distinctive contributions are made
within the context of a SLAM-based framework to jointly estimate robot poses, positions of
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surrounding sound sources and other likely exteroceptive landmarks (e.g. visual features)
in 2D/3D scenarios. Solving the SLAM problem purely based on sparse sound observations
is quite difficult and often impossible when the number of sound sources is low. The key
singularity is whether sound source mapping is carried out with a 2D/3D microphone array,
or a linear array. The proposed method invariably adopts a least square optimisation in
the form of graph SLAM to jointly optimise the state. This represents an improvement
over the conventional work found in the literature in that trajectory estimation and sound
source mapping are regarded as uncorrelated, i.e. an update on the robot trajectory does
not propagate to the mapping of the sound sources.
While the proposed method is readily able to solve the 2D/3D sound source mapping prob-
lem itself, for the case of 2D/3D microphone array geometries, an additional improvement
in efficiency is suggested by exploiting the conditional independence property between two
maps estimated by two different SLAM algorithms running in parallel. In adopting this
approach, the first map has the flexibility that can be built with any SLAM algorithm
(filtering or optimisation) of choice to estimate robot poses with an exteroceptive sensor.
The second map can then be estimated by using a filtering-based SLAM algorithm with
all the stationary sound sources parametrised with Inverse Depth Parametrisation (IDP).
Compared to the joint optimisation approach, the improved method is able to save compu-
tational cost as the filtering technique is used for the sound source map. Robot locations
used during IDP initialisation become the common features shared between the two SLAM
maps, which allow to propagate information accordingly. The improved method achieves
similar accuracy in mapping sound source when compared to the full joint optimisation
approach, while incurring less computational expense and adding significant flexibility in
building the localisation map.
The proposed method of mapping sound sources using a 2D/3D microphone array cannot
be readily applied to linear microphone arrays given the peculiarity of their sensor observa-
tion model, a considerable challenge when initialising a sound source: a linear microphone
array can only provide 1 Degree Of Freedom (DOF) observations. Hence, multi-hypotheses
tracking combined with a novel sound source parametrisation is proposed in this work to
suggest a fitting initial guess for the sound source. Subsequently, a similar graph-based
SLAM joint optimisation strategy as that employed for the 2D/3D case can be carried out
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to estimate the full 6 DoF robot/sensor poses, 3 DOF landmarks (e.g. visual) and the
location of the sound sources. Additionally, a dedicated sensor model is also proposed to
more accurately model the noise embedded in the Direction of Arrival (DOA) observation
for the specific case of using a linear microphone array. Ultimately, the proposed method
provides a generic approach for mapping sound sources in 3D using a linear microphone
array with the aid of additional exteroceptive sensing to overcome the prevailing sparsity
of sound observations.
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